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Résumé de l’article

L’absence de femmes ordinaires dans l’histoire des sciences et de la technologie peut en partie s’expliquer par ce qui a été exclu des sciences et par qui a exclu les femmes des sciences. Si la délégation de la technologie médicale aux infirmières de l’Ontario s’est accélérée dans la seconde moitié du 20e siècle, nous en savons très peu sur ces femmes ordinaires œuvrant dans le domaine des sciences et de la technologie médicale par leur pratique quotidienne du « travail corporel ». Cet article examine la façon dont les relations marquées par les rapports sociaux de sexes entre le personnel médical, à prédominance masculine, et le personnel infirmier, à prédominance féminine, ont façonné un processus de délégation qui a transformé tant le travail infirmier que l’identité des personnes travaillant au chevet des malades. Les infirmières diplômées ont mis à profit leurs nouvelles compétences techniques, permettant un élargissement des usages de la technique au chevet des patients et se rendant elles-mêmes essentielles au fonctionnement du système hospitalier.
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Abstract: The absence of ordinary women from histories of science and technology may be partially explained by what has been excluded as science, as well as who have been excluded as women of science. Although the delegation of medical technology to Ontario nurses increased rapidly during the mid-twentieth century, we know very little regarding how these ordinary women engaged in science and medical technology through the everyday practice of “body work.” Gender structured the working relationships between predominantly-male physicians and predominantly-female nurses, shaping the process of delegation and generating significant changes in nurses’ work as well as who provided bedside care. Trained nurses parlayed these new technological skills to their advantage, enabling the extension of technological care at the bedside and assuring their roles as essential for the functioning of the hospital system.

Ordinary women, who engaged with science and technology through their everyday work and created scientific knowledge through the process...
of work itself, are conspicuously absent from historical accounts which have focused on “exceptional” women who achieved recognition within professions that have been traditionally identified with men. What has been excluded as science, as well as who have been excluded as women in science may partially explain that omission. Historians have focused generally on basic or pure sciences as a legitimate scientific domain but, as Ruth Schwartz Cowan has reminded us, “[k]nowledge comes in many forms, which can be acquired in many different ways, and gets applied all the time.” As such, nursing, a traditionally-female profession solidly based on the sciences, offers an ideal case study in which to examine the intersecting and reciprocal relationships between ordinary women, scientific knowledge and technology. As one of several women’s occupations that professionalized during the early 1900s, nursing provided


women with opportunities for training, paid employment and professional identity throughout the twentieth century. More women trained as nurses than as any other occupational or professional group, and nurses have traditionally comprised the largest group of health care providers.4

Historians have suggested that early nurse leaders and nurse educators intentionally sought scientific credibility through use of biomedical technologies to legitimate their claims as a profession.5 But how were these technologies transferred to rank-and-file bedside nurses? And how did gendered relationships between predominantly-male physicians and predominantly-female nurses shape this process? In this article, I argue that the rapid transfer of medical technology from physicians to nurses during the mid-twentieth-century shifted the division of labour related to “body work” in hospitals, with gender as the primary mediating variable that shaped both the work and the workers. Originally articulated by sociologist Anselm Strauss, the concept of “body work” refers here to the myriad activities that nurses have always performed: the treatments and care provided for patients’ bodies, the scientific knowledge associated with carrying out these procedures, and the nurses’ skillful use of their own bodies as part of medical technology.6 Graduate nurses learned to parlay new technological skills to their advantage while enabling the extension of technological care at the bedside and assuring their positions as essential to the functioning of hospital systems.7

6. Anselm Strauss, Shizuko Fagerhaugh, Barbara Suczek, and Carol Wiener, Social Organization of Medical Work (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1985): 260-261. The authors refer to “body work” primarily as work with or on patients’ malfunctioning bodies, acknowledging but neglecting aspects of working with one’s own body.
7. Technological skills as used within the nursing discipline, refer to nurses’ roles and responsibilities for the insertion and/or application of a wide range of devices, either on or into patients’ bodies. Nurses then monitor, adjust, clean and maintain these devices while using them to obtain and report data about their patients, make key or critical decisions
My analysis of the multiple ways in which gender intersects with medical technology in health care systems enables me to explore the pervasive and unequal distribution of power—both between physicians and nurses, and among nurses themselves. It rests on a case study of the Ottawa Civic Hospital (OCH) located at Ottawa, during the period between 1947 and 1972. The OCH was a large urban municipally-owned hospital with its own School of Nursing that exerted substantial influence on nursing practice over the decades under study. Between 1947 and 1972, Ontario nurses experienced substantial changes in their practice related to the incorporation of technological care into their everyday work. Delegation was the specific process whereby physicians transferred technological roles and responsibilities at an increasing rate, beginning with one delegated medical act in 1947 and increasing to thirty-three delegated medical acts by 1972. As the number of delegated acts increased, the nature of nurses' work changed significantly as did the level of experience required by nurses providing the hands-on bedside care. Delegation was not, however, a smoothly-flowing diffusion of roles and responsibilities across disciplinary boundaries. Nurses contested some delegation and negotiated occupational spaces related to other delegated acts.

The Formalization of Delegated Medical Acts

During the first half of the twentieth century, hospitals grew in size and public acceptance throughout North America. With a need for inexpensive but dependable labour, hospitals established training schools for nurses wherein the students exchanged extended hours of labour for their education, room and board. Although hospitals hired a small number of nurses as supervisors and educators once they completed their training, the majority of nurses worked in private duty and were referred to as "graduate nurses." Thus student nurses provided most hospital nursing care, and as a novice workforce that turned over every three years, about care, and deliver treatments. These roles are often contrasted with "caring roles," referring to a range of psycho-social and supportive care activities that seldom require the use of devises. See Sandelowski, Devices and Desires, 100-104.


9. Approval for the study was granted by the University of Ottawa Human Research Ethics Board. Each participant agreed to be quoted in the study and resulting publications.
inhibited the development of an experienced bedside workforce during this early period.\textsuperscript{10}

\textit{Student nurses at work in the diet kitchen during the mid-1920s.}

A major portion of student nurses' training involved the acquisition of many skills and techniques. Historian Kathryn McPherson has argued cogently that nursing rituals and procedures constituted "nursing science" prior to the 1940s, suggesting that germ theory and scientific management shaped at least two conflicting discourses related to nurses.\textsuperscript{11} On the one hand, germ theory situated nurses in a subordinate position within the health-care hierarchy because of the close association between nurses' cleaning and disinfecting activities, and domestic service. For its part, scientific management became a pervasive, wide-spread social movement that imposed constraints on nursing practice through both the routinization of care activities and loss of autonomy under the rubric of nursing "efficiency." On the other hand, the mastery of nursing rituals based on

\textsuperscript{10} George M. Weir, \textit{Survey of Nursing Education in Canada} (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1932).
\textsuperscript{11} McPherson, "Science and Technique," 78-88, and \textit{Bedside Matters}, 86-94.
both of these theories, provided nurses with marketable skills and expertise that differentiated them from non-professional care givers.\(^\text{12}\)

Canadian hospital nurses felt pressured to take on responsibility for more medical technologies throughout the first decades of the twentieth century. During the late 1930s, the Canadian Hospital Council requested that certain procedures be authorized for "specially trained graduate nurses" based on a "shortage of interns and increased use in modern medicine of various clinical procedures [...] ."\(^\text{13}\) Before responding to the request, however, the Canadian Nurses Association surveyed 130 hospitals across Canada regarding ten specific clinical procedures,\(^\text{14}\) and whether or not nurses were already performing them in the surveyed hospitals. Published in 1941 as the "Report of the Committee on Nursing and Nurse Education in Canadian Hospitals," the report revealed graduate nurses were not typically performing these procedures and that student nurses were not permitted to carry them out at that time.

Considering how few technological skills were part of civilian nursing practice at that time, the Canadian Hospital Council then proceeded to ask the Canadian Nurses Association and the Canadian Medical Association to shift these technologies to graduate nurses. Nurse leaders, however, contested the delegation of these additional responsibilities as both a professional and workload issue. Leaders argued that these procedures and technological skills were medical acts, and as such, beyond nurses' scope of practice. They raised concerns regarding legal accountability and the hospitals' liability if nurses did assume these roles. But they stopped short of refusing the delegation—deferring to male authority in the matter. The entire matter was finally dropped when the Canadian Medical Association rejected the Council's recommendation outright.\(^\text{15}\) With the onset of the Second World War, other issues captured everyone's

---


14. These ten procedures included: taking blood pressure readings, giving fluids into interstitial tissues, giving intravenous saline or glucose solutions, giving other intravenous medication, giving intramuscular injections, removing sutures, taking blood samples, performing ordinary dressings, taking clinical histories (excluding the actual physical examination), and acting as the "First Assistant" in major operations which often included suturing at superficial tissue and skin levels.

attention and civilian hospitals were left to cope as best they could with technological changes, at least for the duration of the war.

Canadian military nurses soon demonstrated their ability to readily incorporate new medical technologies such as transfusion, intravenous therapies, and penicillin into nursing practice, often under very adverse conditions during their overseas postings in England, Northwestern Europe and Italy.\textsuperscript{16} Any flexibility of gendered roles during the war, however, was contingent on the availability of medical men to perform the tasks at hand as well as the geographical and social distance of wartime postings from usual civilian practice settings—avoiding disruptions and threats to traditional masculine and feminine hospital work relationships. When military nurses returned to Canada and/or civilian practice, they were to resume their former roles and relationships, including restrictions on nursing practices.

By 1947, however, there was a severe shortage of at least two-thousand physicians within Ontario, which prompted hospitals and physicians to acquiesce and authorize "intravenous and blood infusions" as the first medical act delegated to nurses in the province. The College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario clearly indicated that this act was to be performed only by "specially trained nurses" and not by all trained nurses, since they "did not believe these responsibilities should be included in the regular duties of a nurse."\textsuperscript{17}

The Ottawa Civic Hospital Board of Trustees subsequently hired two nurses, Miss Louise Gourlay and Miss Gladys Moorehead, for training in the administration of blood transfusions throughout the hospital. Both graduates of the hospital’s school of nursing who had been working in private duty, they became known popularly as the "Blood Team," with Gourlay remaining Director, and Morehead, Clinical Director, until their retirements in the late 1960s. The Blood Team earned the respect of students and physicians alike, initially enjoying autonomy with scheduling, better employment conditions, and more collegial nurse-


\textsuperscript{17} College of Nurses of Ontario (hereafter as CNO), H.W. Henderson, "Delegation of Special Procedures: The Current Situation," address to the Ontario Hospital Association, 1 December 1981.
By 1953, hospital physician Dr. Fisher reported to the General Medical Board that, "the scope of the Blood Team has been enlarged, but the work increases as fast as suitable nurses can be secured."19

Beginning with the first delegated medical act (DMA), graduate nurses continued to incorporate a range of medical technologies into everyday nursing practice until by 1972, there were thirty-three officially delegated acts at the OCH—a trend reported throughout Canada and North America. Delegated medical acts typically became part of standard nursing practice over time.20

Nurses, however, contested the delegation of some proposed technologies through their professional organizations. When the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario approved tuberculosis tests and

---

18. J. Milligan, audio-taped interview with author, Ottawa, 29 October 1997; Donna Martin, personal communication with author, Ottawa, 1 April 1998.
19. City of Ottawa Archives (hereafter as COA), MG 38, General Medical Board (GMB), Minutes, 26 November 1953.
immunization injections for administration by nurses in 1957, the Registered Nurses Association of Ontario protested, claiming that their members had not been consulted. The RNAO invoked the lack of training and legal protection, claiming these procedures were outside the scope of nursing practice and arguing that they imposed an unacceptable burden on nurses during a period of workforce shortage. A year later, the RNAO opposed once again the delegation of intravenous medications to nurses but, this time, it agreed to a compromise with the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario. In a jointly-issued statement entitled “Warning Notices,” both organizations referred to the administration of intravenous medications as a medical act, to be performed by nurses only in situations where physicians were unavailable. When the College of Nurses of Ontario became the regulatory body for nursing (1961), it decided that the medical profession could delegate acts to nursing but the nursing profession had the right to accept or reject the delegation. The College of Nurses of Ontario then referred to delegated acts accepted by the nursing profession as “sanctioned medical acts.”

Thus, delegation had become a formalized process, adaptable to different technologies and readily documented. At the OCH, for example, individual nurses were allowed to perform a DMA only after receiving personal instruction from a physician, giving a return demonstration, passing a written examination, and repeating both the test and the return demonstration annually. The hospital maintained index card records to track nurses by name, noting when and how each specific skill was delegated, who taught the skill, along with the exam date, annual recertification dates and signatures. This process, known popularly among nurses as “carding,” provided a form of legal documentation regarding the transfer of responsibility for specific medical technologies from physicians to individual nurses.

Technology proliferated during the 1950s and 60s at the OCH. The Nurse Technician Team, as the “Blood Team” was re-named, expanded to keep up with demands for specialized roles such as taking blood pressures, giving intramuscular injections, administering intravenous antibiotics and chemotherapy, performing fibrinogen leg scans, and managing central venous lines. Like in the case of blood transfusion, OCH policy permitted only “specially trained” nurses to take blood pressures, under specific circumstances during the early 1950s. One such early policy read, “Nurses may take blood pressure readings on skull or

accident cases at regular intervals after midnight....” But by 1954, the Hospital Board requested nursing instructors to teach all students to take blood pressures; soon after, the policy changed so that taking blood pressure measurements became a standard nursing skill expected of all nurses.

Not surprisingly, policies regarding delegation were contingent on gendered hospital service needs, rather than on the needs of students who would eventually graduate to work primarily in private duty. In 1947, for example, the Director of the School of Nursing, Edith Young, proposed to the OCH Medical Board that students be trained to give intramuscular injections, and acquire the knowledge and skill to work in outlying districts after graduation. The Board referred her request to the College of Physicians and Surgeons, but it took no further action on the request for another six years. It finally approved intramuscular injections as a delegated act for nurses only when the interns complained that “injection treatments [had] multiplied so that all junior interns were spending two full mornings a week on nothing else.” The increasing number of injections created workload issues for nurses as well; but once a procedure became identified as “nurses’ work,” it remained nurses’ work. Young tried to give the procedure back to interns in 1954, but the Board refused that request.

As these early examples of delegated acts indicate, medical technology increased substantially after 1947 at the OCH, and nurses took on many new technological roles and responsibilities as a result. The shifting of medical technology across professional boundaries was partially based on a well-defined delegation process that served the needs of hospitals and physicians. Whether the delegation process benefited nursing is less clear. As I argue, it reinforced patriarchal relationships between nurses and physicians, shifted care giving from student nurses to a graduate nurse staff, and ultimately led nurses to differentiate among themselves as either general duty or specialty nurses based on their technological skills.

22. COA, MG 38, GMB, Minutes, 28 September 1951.
23. COA, box 6, Faculty Organization Folder, Minutes, 15 January 1947, Nursing Policy Book (15 February 1954); Ottawa Civic Hospital Archives (hereafter OCHA), Nursing Procedure Book, Blood Pressure Procedure, July 1954.
24. COA, MG 38, box 10, Finances and Property Committee, Minutes, 5 February 1947; GMB, Minutes, 11 October 1950; 25 November 1953; 15 December 1954; and COA, MG 38, box 11, Medical Advisory Board (MAB), 25 September 1953 and 18 November 1954.
Gendering Delegation

Gender shaped the delegation of medical technologies from physicians to nurses, reflecting the highly-gendered relationships that already existed in hospitals. As North American hospitals grew between 1900 and the 1950s, they typically evolved from charities to publicly-administered agencies. Governance of hospitals shifted away from the control of lady superintendents and lay leaders, to hospital boards made up of male trustees and physicians. Even directors of schools of nursing, such as Edith Young, lacked a place on Medical Advisory Boards—having to await an invitation to attend meetings and then, only for specific agenda items that the board felt necessary to bring to her attention.

The institutional culture and structures of hospital work took on gendered attributes, wherein prevailing discourses portrayed physicians as “captains of the ship” and “fathers of the family,” with nurses depicted as “mothers,” patients as the “children” and the hospital as a “house” — from which we still have the expression “house doctor” today. Nurses were expected to show deference to the physician’s authority at all times and enforce medical discipline over the patients, thereby assuring their compliance to medical treatment regimes. Nurses were warned repeatedly that they were never to diagnose illness, and to refer any patients’ questions to the physicians.

Although nurses were essential for the expansion of medical technology, their capacity to assert and negotiate their roles was jeopardized by the medical division of labor associated with delegation, to the advantage of the predominantly male medical profession. According to the 1948 OCH annual report, for example, new medical technologies invested nurses with increased professional status, which remained, however, subordinated to the physicians’ status: “Granted the doctor comes first always when we think about the healing of the sick. But those of us who are much around hospitals place the nurse up very close to the doctor. The duties and responsibilities of a nurse have been expanded immensely by the new methods of healing. She has now to be expert and knowledgeable in many things. She has become a high-class technician.

26. Julie Fairman noted that “[n]ursing is central to the use of technology in hospitals, in fact, it may be argued that the nurse makes technology systems possible.” “Alternate Visions,” 137.
27. Strauss et al., Social Organization of Medical Work, 274.
and nursing is a real profession.” Physicians thus reserved the more prestigious, conceptual aspects of technological work (such as diagnosis of the situation and prescribing the technology) for themselves, while delegating less desirable, routinized or inconvenient aspects of the technology to nurses. In this manner, they separated the science (knowledge work) of medical technologies from the art (skills and techniques) of these same technologies.

Physicians used their influence as members of hospital boards and as lecturers for schools of nursing to shape and limit the type of knowledge nurses could develop. From the 1870s in Canada, physicians gave the majority of formal lectures in nursing schools, with the exception of courses identified as the “nursing arts,” wherein nurse supervisors and instructors taught students specific nursing procedures and tasks. According to E. Stanley Ryerson, a physician and faculty member at the University of Toronto, nurses were not supposed to acquire too much scientific knowledge. In a 1930 article he wrote on curriculum development for the Canadian Nurse journal, he noted that “most lectures of this type should be inspirational, rather than to impart knowledge.” He further explained that one or two lectures in chemistry, physics, and biology were sufficient because “practical work with patients forms the back-bone and body of the nursing course [emphasis added],” and because too much knowledge ruined a nurse for the bedside. Ryerson had ample opportunity to shape the knowledge base of nurses in and beyond Ontario since physicians from the University of Toronto were affiliated with the Toronto General Hospital, which operated one of the largest training schools in Canada and graduated large classes of nurses who subsequently practiced all across Canada.

Student nurses at the OCH during 1950s reported similar training experiences. Isabel Simister noted that “We had to get most of our knowledge from the doctor.” For her part, Gwen Hefferman recalled: “We did a lot of eavesdropping and if Doctor A was talking to Patient B, we would be listening and maybe taking some of it in—and hoping it might be useful.” It wasn’t until the mid-1960s that nursing instructors gave the majority of lectures and gained a measure of control over the construction of nursing knowledge. According to Hefferman, who became an instructor during the early 1960s, “doctors either talked over the students or they talked as if they didn’t have a brain in their heads. So it was gradually just

30. Ryerson, 537.
that we stopped inviting them to present." Eventually, nurse educators became responsible for the training associated with delegated acts as well. Pat Crossley described the delegation of intramuscular injections at the OCH during the 1950s in the following way: “There was this one physician who taught the nurses to do [intramuscular injections] because it was not in the basic program and [nurses] had to go down to ... the outpatients department and be taught, and be tested and strut their stuff in front of Dr. Fisher ... But when I came in, nurses were teaching [intramuscular injections] ... blood pressures ... and a number of the sanctioned medical acts.”

The separation of the science and art also involved delegating the less desirable aspects of medical technologies to nurses whenever physicians found these inconvenient, routinized, boring or time-consuming. For example, physicians ordered blood transfusions, including the amount and rate of administration. But nurses did the rest: they prepared the patient, inserted the needle, hung the individual units of blood, monitored the patient and solved any arising problems during administration. According to a 1952 blood transfusion procedure at the OCH, “The doctor is responsible for regulating the rate of flow—usually 30-50 drops per minute. The nurse should see this is maintained.” Yet, as I explained in an earlier article, there was an amazing amount of invisible work required to maintain a transfusion. However, nurse Hefferman contends that by the mid-1960s, “technically, the physician was supposed to order [the infusion rate] but they left it to our judgment.” In 1979, nurses were left to determine the rate based on a general guideline of “approximately three hours for one unit of whole blood or two hours for one unit packed cells.”

Timing, convenience and the degree of visibility or invisibility associated with a particular medical technology influenced who did what in hospitals. Hospitals offered little opportunity to demonstrate privileged legal or professional powers regarding restricted skills during weekends, evenings, nights or holidays, when there were few observers around to see physicians performing what Strauss referred to as symbolic work.

33. OCHA, Procedure books.
34. Toman, “Almonte’s Great Train Disaster” and “Blood Work.”
35. Hefferman interview; OCHA, Procedure books.
36. Strauss referred to the visibility of work as “symbolic work,” or activity that physicians persist in performing, competently or incompetently, because it is with
Therefore, nurses who worked on weekends, evening and night shifts, or during holidays, could carry out any number of essential procedures that were prohibited to them during regular working hours.

In a similar manner, many medical technologies associated with direct body contact, manual dexterity, repetitive motions or a need for meticulous attention to detail were transferred to nurses—a process that socially constructed these technologies as "women’s work." This term is linked to the concept of “dirty work” or work that may be “designated dirty,” because of its alleged inconvenience, relative invisibility (and therefore of lower status) or being unsatisfying due to repetitive, exhausting, routinized, stressful, or physically dirty characteristics. These designations carry derogatory connotations and thereby problematize nurses’ work through its association with physical care of the human body.37

Delegation was contingent on the constant presence of experienced nurses at the bedside and their growing familiarity with medical technologies, in order to assure patient compliance and safety during their use. In 1948, one astute nurse leader portrayed nurses’ technological knowledge as invisible but essential: “It would have been very inconvenient for all concerned if the nurses had not known a good deal about the apparatus used [...] but the fact that they did know was probably never noticed.”38 Sometimes, their work was publicly acknowledged, as in a 1955 report to the OCH Board on a series of hospital adverse incidents related to transfusions, which claimed that many more fatalities “may have been avoided because of the conscientious Blood Team.”39

Two unanticipated results of increased nursing competency with technological skills was a corresponding decline in physician and intern skills, and increased expectations from the general public for technological care. Interns and residents at the OCH, for example, had fewer opportunities to practice venipuncture techniques after the establishment of the Blood Team and Intravenous Team. The hospital then decided to assign all of the interns to a period of time working with the Blood Team to compensate for lost practical experiences—an example

associated legal and professional power and thus sustains the professional right to do so. Strauss et al., Social Organization of Medical Work, 272.


39. COA, MG 38, GMB, Minutes, 16 December 1955.
of those seldom-documented situations in which physicians learned from nurses.\textsuperscript{40} Meanwhile, in 1949, patients, families and citizens of Ottawa testified, during a highly-publicized Judicial Inquiry on the state of medical and nursing care at the OCH, that there were not enough experienced nurses to keep up with all the technological changes.\textsuperscript{41} Among other recommendations, the judge called for the hiring of more graduate nurses; a move the hospital's Medical Advisory Board agreed to do "regardless of cost."\textsuperscript{42}

Many North American hospitals struggled with increased medical technologies and the delegation of medical acts to nurses during the 1950s and 1960s. One solution involved clustering specialized equipment, nurses with specialized skills, and patients with intensive nursing care needs into units such as recovery rooms, intensive care units, and coronary care units. In these specialized units, physicians and nurses learned from each other in highly technological settings. Nurses used their constant presence at the bedside, their greater familiarity with equipment and machines, and the proficiency they acquired with frequent performance of skills and procedures, to shape a different kind of knowledge about patients.

However, the continued expansion of medical technology in health care, depended on developing a critical mass of experienced nurses at the bedside, changing the nature of bedside care and replacing the traditional student nurse workforce. These nurses also had to remain in practice over extended periods of time in order for delegation to be economically feasible and practical from the hospital's perspective. The OCH Board argued, for example, that the training process was expensive, that nurses needed to use these delegated skills frequently enough to maintain proficiency with them, and that the nursing staff had to be stable for this training to be cost-effective.\textsuperscript{43} Traditionally, hospitals experienced an almost complete turnover of bedside nurses every three years. Students typically graduated to work as private duty nurses for a few years before "retiring" to marriage, thus meeting societal expectations for women in the workforce at that time. Kathleen Ellis, former Superintendent at Winnipeg General Hospital, noted in 1942 how "increases in technical personnel and procedures place added demands on the quality and

\textsuperscript{40} Elizabeth Fenton, retired Chief Technologist of the OCH Blood Bank from 1943-1985, personal communication with author, 22 May 1998.
\textsuperscript{42} COA, MG 38, box 17, MAB, Minutes, 8 April 1952.
\textsuperscript{43} OCHA, loose papers, 1 March 1976, SMA binder on delegated acts; letter from J. Milligan to S. Kerr, 5 February 1975.
quantity of nursing service. Student nurses can no longer be relied on as a major support of hospital service.”

But a stable workforce was elusive at the time; experienced nurses were neither easily found nor easily convinced to remain in practice during the 1950s and 1960s. Canadian graduate nurses had mobilized readily in support of both military and civilian nursing needs during the Second World War—either to serve in the military or to replace other civilian nurses who had enlisted. However, in contrast to other women who experienced job losses after the war, nurses were pressured to remain in the workforce even after they married and had children. Hospitals experimented with more flexible hours, split shifts, and reduced work weeks to accommodate these married nurses who simply refused to work otherwise.

In 1949, the OCH’s annual report partly blamed medical technology for its own nursing shortage, claiming that: “Advances in medicine and surgery have provided such complexities in nursing service requirements, and such increased responsibilities that graduate nurses avoid hospital work.” Indeed conditions at the OCH had become intolerable. Following the publication of two alarming Ottawa Citizen editorials in 1949, the city conducted a judicial inquiry into the state of care at the hospital, with evidence from more than seventy witnesses (including patients, nurses, physicians, and administrators)—some by their own accord and some under subpoena. These witnesses described long waiting periods, inexperienced nurses, dirty wards, prolonged pain and suffering, medication errors, and lack of observation during post-anaesthetic recovery. One patient claimed she had to watch her intravenous infusion closely through the night, explaining that her nurse had trouble regulating the rate and that if the infusion stopped, the nurse would have to get a “another needle in because the next bottle of intervenous [sic] wouldn’t run…. They wanted me to watch the intervenous [sic] all night, and I had to stay awake to watch it, otherwise it would run dry...I was too scared to sleep.” The presiding judge, the Honorable A. G. McDougall, attributed

45. Ruth Roach Pierson, They’re Still Women After All: Canadian Women and the Second World War (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1986); McPherson, Bedside Matters, 206-210; Milligan interview.
46. OHAR, 1949: 38.
47. Editorials, Ottawa Citizen, 28 February 1949 and 4 March 1949.
The Delegation of Medical Technology

the situation to an eighty-six per cent staff turnover during the previous year; he found the hospital to have a severe nursing shortage while existing staff was "very, very seriously overworked." He also blamed the rapid expansion of facilities and services following the war, a shortage of interns and an inexperienced student work force unable to keep up with expanded demands for increasingly technological care. Over the next two decades, OCH administrators worked at finding solutions which would produce more graduate nurses, retain those in practice, and restructure nursing roles of those already employed.

The ability to attract students into training and to retain nurses in practice reached critical levels during the 1950s and 1960s as women were offered more career choices. Nurse leaders sought to reconstruct the profession's public image during this period; they abandoned Victorian ideals of femininity that predominated in nursing school cultures in the hope of attracting young women into the profession. Training schools began to offer student nurses social and leisure opportunities similar to those other young women might expect to enjoy.

Reflecting these trends, the OCH's school of nursing introduced new social activities in addition to curriculum changes in 1957 and 1967 that reduced the overall training period. For example, the school sponsored a basketball team that competed with other girls' teams in Ottawa, held school dances and parties, established student councils and published annual school year books. Another significant recruitment and retention strategy was to lift the marriage ban in 1965, not only to encourage students to complete their training, but to allow also those who had married and dropped out previously, to return and complete their training. These "refresher" courses were popular throughout North America as a means to update skills for nurses who wanted to return to work. Seventy-seven nurses, who had trained between 1926 and 1954, returned to take the first OCH refresher courses, completing them in 1960. These endeavors were partially successful in increasing the number of graduate nurses in hospital work; however, the Ontario provincial government decided in 1970 to close hospital training programs and move nurses' training to educational institutions, thus escalating the rate of change even further. The OCH had to hire more than four hundred nurses

50. "Civic Hospital," 673.
51. McPherson, Bedside Matters, 189.
52. Hospital annual reports, photographs, and the alumnae association newsletters document these activities. See also, "Fisher's Folly," A History of the Ottawa Civic Hospital, 1924-1984 (Ottawa: Banfield-Seguin Ltd., n. d.), 27.
at this time, effectively completing the shift in nursing care from a student workforce to a graduate nurse workforce.\textsuperscript{54}

These combined influences shaped a different type of workforce, one based on a critical mass of experienced nurses who would remain in the profession to build long-term careers. As OCH nurse and educator Gwen Hefferman pointed out, this generation of nurses believed that medical technology was "rooted in the practice of nursing […] It's not just that nurses are smarter. It's that, the knowledge base has changed and the expectations have changed, and nurses have always responded to the challenge of doing more."\textsuperscript{55}

\textbf{Differentiating Nurses: Professionals or Technicians?}

Delegation was intended initially to solve certain problems associated with the increased use of medical technology, such as changing diagnostic and treatment capabilities, while stretching the available hospital human resources as far as possible. It was not intended to divide nurses into categories as "professionals" and "technicians," and distinguishing among rank-and-file nurses according to their technological skills. But it did both, exacerbating ideological differences between nurse leaders and bedside nurses, and even splitting rank-and-file nurses according to their technological skills.

North American nurse leaders laid claim to a body of knowledge distinct from medicine by the early 1900s, but it remains unclear where medical technology fitted in relation to nursing science. Early leaders focused their efforts on establishing professional organizations, standardizing educational requirements, establishing journals, and lobbying for registration/licensing laws. American leaders such as Annie Goodrich, Lavinia Dock and Lillian Wald made it clear that "the mechanics of nursing and the profession of nursing were distinctly different."\textsuperscript{56} As late as the 1960s, many nurse theorists still supported the view that "learned professions and technical work were incompatible."\textsuperscript{57} Advancement in the

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{55} Hefferman interview.
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The Delegation of Medical Technology

profession typically required nurses to distance themselves from the bedside and move into supervision, administration or education.58

But rank-and-file nurses had always valued the acquisition of technological skills and knowledge, and as McPherson suggests, skills were central to their collective sense of self.59 Each OCH student nurse had a little “blue book” of competencies, referred to as a “little shopping list of skills” by one student, to be signed off by their supervisors as they mastered each one. Nurses interviewed for this study accepted technological roles for different reasons, depending on the time frame. During the 1940s, “they were told to do it, and they did it.” In the 1950s, “there wasn’t anybody else to do it.” By the 1970s, nurses viewed technological competence as a form of job security, noting that “if we don’t do them, somebody else will.”60 None of these nurses felt incapable of working with medical technology. Margaret Henricks, who nursed at the OCH during the 1950s, perceived the delegation of medical technology as a workload issue and not as an inability to cope with either science or technology: “[Technology] was something beyond the scope of what the nurses could handle—not what they could do, but what they could handle with the workload […] As time went on, we realized we had to take care of the patient in a holistic way.”61

Some nurses parlayed the acquisition of technological skills into long-term hospital careers, creating practice expertise and occupational space there. No longer were all nurses considered to be identical with respect to skills and responsibilities. Delegated skills established a new hierarchy between nurses who subsequently became known as “general duty nurses” and those who worked in the emerging specialized practice environments of the 1950s and 1960s, where technological competence was paramount. Some hospitals contemplated differential pay for nurses employed in such areas that required added skills and responsibilities. As one OCH nurse observed: “You always knew [technological skills] would get you in the critical care areas because critical care areas are about machines and equipment.”62

58. Melosh offers an excellent analysis of nursing work culture and the tensions between the leadership’s quest for professional power and the rank-and-file’s efforts to maintain control in “The Physician’s Hand,” 160-183.
59. McPherson, Bedside Matters, 74.
60. Hefferman, Henricks, Simister and Nicklin interviews.
61. Henricks interview.
62. Kathy Slattery, audio-taped interview with author at Ottawa, 10 February 1998. See also, City of Regina Archives, Regina General Hospital, 1947-1974, Board of Governors Minutes, COR-002-00377.
These emerging specialty units challenged nurses with new equipment such as oscilloscopes for monitoring heart rhythms, Bennet and Bird respirators, transducers for arterial and venous pressure measurements, manometers for central venous measurement, defibrillators, and various catheters and drainage tubes. Here, nurses enhanced their vocabulary as "pistons, valves, switches, magnets, inspiratory and expiratory time, Cournard's curve, proximal airway pressure, pressure gradients and peripheral lung pressures, alveoli-capillary blocks, shunting, and hyalinization [became] terms familiar to [them]." As OCH Emergency Room nurse Kathy Slattery recalled: "Nurses always liked skills and psychomotor tasks. It felt like they were getting into the physician's domain. It made it a little bit more challenging for them, and a little more interesting, and they always wanted to pick up the technology."

According to a 1974 article in the *American Journal of Nursing*, nurses had little competition as care providers and benefited from "the power that accrues to persons or groups who are essential to the maintenance and functioning of a system." As long as a limited number of nurses could perform a specific delegated act, they enjoyed enhanced autonomy and status within the nursing work culture. For example, OCH nurse Donna Martin was a member of the intravenous team who recalled that she was forced to resign from her position on the team with each of her pregnancies. But the hospital always re-hired her when she was ready to return to work because "there were never enough experienced nurses." Although she lost seniority through these cycles of resigning and re-hiring, she gained some measure of control over her work life based on her technological competence. But the increasing use and standardization of delegated acts resulted in these technologies becoming part of everyday nursing practice, with a loss of any associated special status or privilege.

Although delegated skills and technological competence provided increased job security for some nurses, others felt forced away from bedside practice—undervalued by a nursing leadership that seemed unable, or unwilling, to capitalize on emerging practice expertise. The OCH, for example, experimented with the clinical nurse specialist role during the early 1970s, hiring Wendy Nicklin for the Emergency Department. Reflecting on her two years in this position, Nicklin stated, "It was a shame the role ended when it did, you know, because I really

64. Slattery interview.
66. Martin, personal communication.
didn’t want to leave.... There was a review of positions done here at the hospital...no one really understood the role. They basically said, you know, there was no room for ‘one-of-a-kind’ positions and ‘You are more valuable in an education position.’ I said, ‘No, I want to be more involved in patient care and influencing practice....’ I have always looked back and thought, ‘You never know what your career might have been, eh?’”

Thus delegation both fostered and constrained the development of nursing practices. The success of nurses who remained at the bedside and became highly skilled in medical technology led hospitals to hire an increasing number of graduate nurses. Some of them were able to create occupational spaces at the bedside, including specialty units, but others felt stifled by a medical and nursing hierarchy that did not know how to capitalize on their developing skills and knowledge.

This case study of nurses in one hospital setting exemplifies how the nursing profession struggled with issues related to medical technology and boundaries of practice throughout the twentieth century. While their leaders debated what constituted legitimate nursing practice, rank-and-file nurses dealt daily with the increasingly technological care of patients—incorporating, resisting and shaping bedside practice through everyday body work. Delegation from physicians was one impetus that partially shaped what nurses did as well as who did nursing work during the mid-twentieth century. Gender, body work and medical technology thus intersected to construct hospital nursing in ways that both facilitated and constrained the development of nursing science, while shaping how nurses engaged with science.